“Help Me Know That God is Really
There”
Sue Bohlin
I read your article Evidence for God’s Existence. I have always believed in
God until recently when I read some articles by James Randi known to
most people as “The Amazing Randi.” He seems to be able to disprove the
divine power of people who claim to be able to talk to the dead and move
objects with their minds with scientific proof that they are merely just
cheap parlor tricks. I believe he is correct not only because he says so but
because the bible tells us that Jesus was the last person on earth who
could do such things as tell the future or perform miracles etc. But what
if Jesus knew these parlor tricks which are as old as the hills? I saw
Siegfried and Roy make an elephant disappear right before my very eyes
in front of a thousand people and admit to trickery. Who is to say that
Jesus didn’t know how to fool the average person in the same way
thousands of years ago? Please understand that I am not being a wise guy.
I truly have issues with this because I was such a firm believer in God and
Jesus Christ. If God doesn’t exist, then I am truly alone and have wasted
many hours and prayers on things that would or wouldn’t happen anyway
with or without my prayers.
Also, I have been talking to myself all these years and I must be crazy. I
realize the consequences of my decision not to believe in God if I am
wrong. Somehow that seems trivial while I am still alive. I still go to
church every Sunday with my wife. I don’t let on that my faith has been
diminished because my wife is such a good God-fearing woman and I don’t
want to impose my beliefs on her or anyone else. Especially if I am wrong.
What it boils down to is if science can prove that the existence of God is
only something that exists in my mind, and the voice I hear inside myself

is my own self, then I am guilty of being a fool. For he who teaches
himself has a fool for a master. True the earth is a miracle in itself and
surely no parlor trick. I can’t explain how it all began if there is no God.
But we as just mankind can’t even begin to explain any theory with our
limited knowledge of the universe. If Siegfried and Roy can make an
elephant disappear in front of all those people and admit it is a trick, yet
nobody can figure out how it was done, than it is understandable that the
beginning of the world which must be a far greater “trick” and is
something that we as ordinary individuals can never figure out. Bad
things happen in this world that I feel shouldn’t. I love my family and my
pets. I don’t want to see them die. But they must die just as I must die.
What if there isn’t anything after death and you just lie there in the
ground. That beautiful gift of life has been destroyed. I can’t accept that a
loving God would take these things away from me or anyone who hold
them so near and dear to their heart. Could it be that God is for the weak
minded who need direction and discipline to get through life without
going off course for their own good? Is life just a crap shoot anyway where
what ever happens, happens whether you pray or not? Please forgive me if
I have offended you with my talk of disbelief but I thought if anyone could
answer my questions, you could. I don’t mean any disrespect. I need to
know that God is really there to hear my prayers and help me to make
decisions. I need to know that I am not on my own in this world and my
prayers are heard and answered according to his word not just my
imagination or wishful thinking.
Dear _______,
Bless your heart! Thank you you SO MUCH for sharing your deep thoughts and
fears with me. I have two things to say in response.
1. The best thing Jesus ever did to prove that what He did was true miracles and
not tricks was to rise from the dead. How do you counterfeit THAT? The

resurrection is the strongest evidence for the truth of Christianity that we have.
Consider that the disciples, who had been so disheartened by His death (even
though He had promised several times to rise from the dead), were so turned
around by seeing Him alive again that they changed the world and were willing to
die for their belief in a risen Savior. If it were only a trick, no one would have died
for a lie. May I suggest you get a hold of Lee Strobel’s book The Case for Christ
and shore up your faith? I think that book will really help. (Consider also other
people–like Strobel the former skeptic–who set out to prove the resurrection false,
like Frank Morison, and were so overwhelmed by the evidence that they became
believers and wrote books like Who Moved the Stone?)
2. I believe that the doubts that assail you are nothing more than spiritual
warfare. I think you are being attacked by the spiritual forces of darkness, and I
gently suggest you read Ephesians 6 and put on the armor of faith to fight these
horrible attacks. I have also been impressed by Kay Arthur’s book Lord, Is It
Warfare? to help deal with spiritual warfare in the form of attacking doubts.
_______, I am completely convinced that this period of doubts in your life is like
being outside on a bright sunny day when the sun disappears because it is
obscured by a cloud. . . temporarily. You are not alone–you would not BELIEVE
how many e-mails I get just like yours. You have put your faith in an eternal truth,
not in lie. I promise.
Cheerily in Jesus,
Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“The
Creation/Evolution
Controversy is Keeping Me From
Believing”
Dr. Ray Bohlin
Dear Ray Bohlin,
I read your article Christian Views of Science and Earth History, and at
the end it said about how you have been researching about this for twenty
years, but still haven’t come to a conclusion about it. If (macro)evolution
isn’t proved true, then why would people involved in science treat it as a
fact? Two people who come to my mind are Michael Behe and Phillip
Johnson. I guess Behe believes in macroevolution and Johnson doesn’t,
but they still both support Intelligent Design theory. Does Johnson just
not know enough about science, or is Behe perhaps wrong? Maybe I’ve
just become way too skeptical. I don’t like being like this, but it’s hard not
to be! How can I not let this controversy about evolution keep me from
believing? How do you do it? Maybe you just have more faith than I do. I
don’t know.
Basically, my only question is concerning the age of the earth and universe. I do
not consider this the critical issue so I am willing to live with a certain amount of
tension here. There are many good Christians, both theologians and scientists
who disagree on the time frame of Genesis, so you are not alone.
Macroevolution is treated as fact primarily because it is necessary for a
naturalistic world view. If there is no God then some form of evolution must be
true. This is why so many evolutionists are not troubled by evolution’s problems.
They are firmly convinced that some form of evolution has occurred and the
problems will be solved some day. Here their faith is in their world view and not

necessarily science. Phil Johnson does a good job of talking about this in his first
two books, Darwin on Trial and Reason in the Balance.
Being skeptical is OK. If Christianity is really true, then it can stand up to the
scrutiny. I encourage you to continue to ask your questions and seek for answers.
I have never been disappointed when I have felt the need to dig a little deper. The
Lord won’t disappoint you either.
An excellent book you may want to pick up is by Lee Strobel called The Case for
Faith (Harper Collins/Zondervan). It’s a series of interviews with top Christian
scholars looking for answers to the toughest challenges to faith. One of the
interviews is with Dr. Walter Bradley from Texas A & M about evolution and the
origin of life. Because each chapter is a retelling of an interview it’s not overly
technical but extremely helpful and honest.
I certainly don’t feel I have all the answers about the evolution question either. I
am convinced however, that evolution certainly doesn’t have all the answers and
some of the missing answers are to the most crucial questions such as a workable
and observable mechanism of change.
In the past when I was feeling threatened as you are I would frequently need to
return to the basics which I knew were true. The facts of Jesus historical
existence, the reliability of the New Testament, the historical reliability of his
resurrection, and God’s clear direction and presence in my life. Then I would
combine this with Jesus own confirmation of the historicity of Genesis (see Matt.
19:3-6, Matt. 23: 29-37, and Matt. 24:37-39 and “Why We Believe in Creation”)
and Paul’s clear statement of the creation exhibiting his character in Romans
1:18-20 and it was obvious that something was very wrong with evolution and
somehow God’s creative fingerprints are evident in the natural world. That would
keep me going. Now the more I have studied and probed, the more bankrupt
evolution has become and the reasonableness and scientific integrity of design
becomes more and more self-evident.

Hope this helps.
Respectfully,
Ray Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“I Struggle with Doubts”
Sue Bohlin
Hello there – I have a question that I hope you can help me with. I am 38
years old and I have recently lost my second parent to cancer – and I am
going through a time where I guess you could say I am re-evaluating my
belief system. I was raised in the Presbyterian Church and currently
attend __________ here in Houston. What I struggle with is occasional
doubts lately and I find it really scary. I believe in God without question
but I have trouble sometimes comprehending the resurrection and life
after death……I want to believe and have a stronger faith that’s for sure!!
The thing that bothers me is someone told me that doubts were
blasphemy and that by having doubts you are calling God a liar and that I
might not have ever truly been saved. Needless to say that has petrified
me, however others have mentioned that doubts are normal…… I went
through confirmation with the Presbyterian Church when I was 12 and
hope that I am saved. I would really appreciate your thoughts on this!!!!
You honor me by sharing your heart with me. Thank you.
Let me cast my vote with those who have assured you that doubts are normal.
God understands that as puny-minded humans who are trying to relate to a God

we cannot see, touch, or hear, we’re going to face areas we don’t understand!
Often, what we experience is confusion, but some people label it doubt.
I think doubt is more in-your-face unbelief. “I know You’re there, God, but I
question Your goodness to me so I’m going to do things my own way and pretend
like You’re not there.” The way that Satan encouraged Eve to doubt God’s
goodness in the garden of Eden.
There is a difference between being overcome by doubts and struggling with
comprehending really huge mysteries like the resurrection. God understands,
especially at a time like this when you’re grieving. (I am so very, very sorry, to
hear about your parents’ deaths. This is my first Mother’s Day without my mother,
who died a few months ago. It’s hard, isn’t it?)
Since you have internet access, you can get some very interesting information
about the resurrection and life after death that will help strengthen and establish
your faith in those areas. You can start reading at the Probe Ministries site
(www.probe.org) and look in the “Apologetics: Reasons to Believe” section.
Leadership University (Leaderu.com) also has some dynamite articles.
Concerning the statement that doubts are blasphemy. Well, no, they’re not the
same thing. People like you who are concerned that it is, are never guilty of it!
Blasphemy is hard-hearted insult against God. I’m sorry that someone has
burdened you with the false guilt of “calling God a liar.” Now that would be pretty
blasphemous, but simply experiencing some questions is usually an issue of not
being sure of something. And that’s a far cry from saying “God, You’re a blanketyblank liar.”
Truly saved people have doubts all the time. That’s the first step to wrestling with
individual issues of faith, and studying them to come out with a stronger faith on
the other end. God isn’t threatened by our doubts and questions. When we go to
Him in simple faith, asking Him to help us understand truth and help us see
things as they really are, He truly does answer. It may take a while, but He takes

those requests seriously.
You said you were confirmed when you were 12 and you hope that you are saved.
I am so glad you put it so bluntly, because I am delighted to be able to give you
some very clear direction on this!
Quick question: what were you confirmed IN? Were you confirmed that yes,
indeed, you were a Presbyterian, the way we confirm flight reservations? Or were
you confirmed in your faith because at some point before that, as you were
growing up, you made a deliberate choice to put your faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ?
He told Nicodemus that we must be born again. Just like when we were born the
first time, that’s a specific event at a specific point in time. In order to pass over
from death to life, there must be a specific point at which we choose God over our
own way, where we realize that Jesus died on the cross for our sins and we
receive His gift of forgiveness and eternal life by saying “thank You!”
So my question to you is, was there a specific point at which you were born again?
Being baptized as an infant doesn’t do it, because that’s not a decision that a
disciple makes; it’s more of a statement of our parents’ intent to raise us in the
ways of God. It’s possible to go along, learning the catechism questions and
having a lot of religious head knowledge ABOUT God, without ever embracing
Him as our personal Lord and Savior. Have you done that?
If you have, YOU ARE SAVED FOREVER. If you haven’t, then you aren’t saved but
you can be as soon as you choose to. I know several people who just weren’t sure
of a specific time and place when they chose to put their trust in Christ, so they
chose right then and there and said to God, “God, I am a sinner and I need you.
Thank You for sending Jesus to die on the cross in my place, and then raising Him
from the dead three days later. I believe Jesus is Your Son, and I trust Him to save
me from my sins and take me to heaven when I die.” Then they KNEW they had
trusted Christ and had passed over from death to life.

1 John 5:11-13 says,
11 And this is the testimony: God has given us eternal life, and this life is in his
Son.
12 He who has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son of God does not
have life.
13 I write these things to you who believe in the name of the Son of God so that
you may know that you have eternal life.
I love the part in verse 13 that says, “you may KNOW that you have eternal life.”
When someone showed that to me not long after I trusted Christ as a college
sophomore, that was the point at which I knew for sure that I was saved—because
the Bible said I could know! That was very cool for me, since I was raised just
hoping that everything would be okay when I died but I couldn’t ever know. Now I
KNOW!!!
Let me know what you think about all this, OK?
The Lord bless you and keep you.
Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“Help! My Doubts Scare Me!”
Sue Bohlin
Dear Sue Bohlin,
Hello. My name is __________. I e-mailed Ray earlier too. Anyways, I was

reading an e-mail discussion you had with somebody, who didn’t believe in
God. You said something in it about how it’s not an intellect issue, but a
heart issue. This is hard for me to accept. I’m ashamed admitting this, but
oh gosh its hard for me to admit. Maybe I won’t. I could say that I don’t
believe in God, but that just sounds way too harsh. Have you heard of
anybody who was a Christian, but then they began to have doubts and
became agnostic? That’s how I feel. I asked Jesus into my heart when I
was younger (I’m 18 now), but for a long time I’ve just been so skeptical. I
guess I’m not a Christian, because a Christian knows that he or she is one,
and I don’t. I don’t know how to express what I’ve been going through
lately. Everyday I think about my doubt and it depresses me. I’m not sure
if I’ll ever get rid of it and that scares me. I desire to believe in God so
much, but it’s hard. I have so many questions. I wonder why God doesn’t
show himself to me so I know for sure that He is there. I don’t know.
Maybe He has but it’s just not enough. Maybe I don’t have enough faith.
Another thing that really doesn’t help me is some of the stuff that I have
read on the internet. Different books that I’ve read about have caused me
to have even more doubt. Have you heard of The Bible Unearthed…, or
The Jesus Puzzle…? I haven’t read any of them, but read reviews. Anyways,
the second one I think denies that Jesus was a historical person. That
really bothers me. Earlier today I was reading something on the web
where this person was being critical of Lee Strobel (who wrote The Case
for Christ). I really like that book (not done with it yet), but after what I
read on the internet about it, I wonder if it really shows that Jesus was a
historical person. I don’t know. Maybe I just let other people’s conflicting
views on Christianity get to me too much, but after reading these things, I
start to wonder if maybe they are correct on what they are arguing.
Anyways, to me, my problem doesn’t seem to be a heart issue because I
really would like to believe in God. I desire to believe in Him and live for
Him, but it’s hard. Is there something that I lack? Do I just not have

enough faith? I don’t know, maybe I don’t. Well I think I’ve made this long
enough. If there’s any advice you could give me I would appreciate it.
Maybe you could pray for me. Thanks a lot.
I know you don’t know me, but I REALLY wish I could reach through this
computer screen and put my arms around you and give you a big hug and tell you
IT’S GOING TO BE OK!!!!! It is so OK to have doubts, to wonder about where you
stand spiritually, because, at 18, you are at the point you need to be—deciding for
yourself what you should keep and what you should jettison of what you have
been taught. You are an adult now but you probably don’t feel that you have
enough information to make an informed, committed adult choice about
something as important as eternal destiny and one’s relationship with God!
Good news—lots of other people are also in your shoes. But they don’t ask for
help, and bless you, you did, and there IS help for you!! There are good answers,
and you’ll be stronger and more confident for having voiced your doubts and
questions, once you’re on the other side of this spiritual crisis. It’s OK, __________.
. . .God is walking through it with you.
I guess I’m not a Christian, because a Christian knows that he or she is one,
and I don’t.
Well, no, actually that’s not true. Many Christians have assurance that we are
Christians, and many Christians fervently hope they are but they’re not sure.
That’s an important issue all by itself: can we know we’re saved and going to
heaven? Can we lose our salvation? Our founder and first president, Jimmy
Williams, addressed this issue in one of his e-mails.
I don’t know how to express what I’ve been going through lately. Everyday I
think about my doubt and it depresses me. I’m not sure if I’ll ever get rid of it
and that scares me.
I wish you could see God’s heart as He watches you wrestle with your doubts and

fears. He loves you so much (man, I feel like Monica on Touched by an Angel
here!) and is very tender toward you as you experience these strong and scary
emotions. I understand your fear that you’ll never get rid of the doubt. But doubt
is like darkness—you don’t overcome it by pushing it away, you make it go away
by bringing in light. As you seek light and truth and to know what is really true
and real, God will show you the light. I am so grateful that you came to us at
Probe instead of some New Age “all religions are the same” website!
I desire to believe in God so much, but it’s hard. I have so many questions. I
wonder why God doesn’t show himself to me so I know for sure that He is
there. I don’t know. Maybe He has but it’s just not enough. Maybe I don’t have
enough faith.
What’s important isn’t the amount or strength of our faith, but the object of our
faith. God is strong enough to handle your doubts and to show you, in ways so
intimate you will know it’s HIM, that He is real and He loves you very much.
Another thing that really doesn’t help me is some of the stuff that i have read
on the internet. Different books that I’ve read about have caused me to have
even more doubt. Have you heard of The Bible Unearthed…, or The Jesus
Puzzle…? I haven’t read any of them, but read reviews. Anyways, the second
one I think denies that Jesus was a historical person. That really bothers me.
With good reason. Some of the best Christian apologetics books started out with
the author’s intention to disprove Christianity, and the facts overwhelmed the
skeptics into belief. The entire world was affected by the life of Jesus Christ, in
one way or another, but He didn’t exist? Now THAT takes a lot of faith!
Earlier today I was reading something on the web where this person was
being critical of Lee Strobel (who wrote The Case for Christ). I really like that
book (not done with it yet), but after what I read on the internet about it, I
wonder if it really shows that Jesus was a historical person.

Did you know Lee Strobel started out as an atheist? I’m glad you’re reading it; it
was a wise choice. So is his second book, The Case for Faith. I found this
statement from him in an interview online: “I have found that the testimony of
history points compellingly toward Jesus Christ having returned from the dead in
the ultimate authentication of His claim to be God. To me faith in Jesus is not
blind or irrational. I have so much independent evidence that the New Testament
writings are reliable that I would be swimming upstream against the evidence if I
were to follow the teachings of the Koran or the Book of Mormon. The more I
subject the New Testament to analysis, the more I pepper it with questions, the
more I walk away utterly convinced of its trustworthiness.”
I don’t know. Maybe I just let other people’s conflicting views on Christianity
get to me too much, but after reading these things, I start to wonder if maybe
they are correct on what they are arguing.
Just about every truth, especially those of eternal importance, will be countered
with something counterfeit, because we’re in a very real battle for our minds and
souls. It’s unfortunate that the counter-arguments can appear so compelling, but
the issue is ultimate truth. Right now, you’re on the right track in seeking truth
and desiring to sort through the clamoring voices that attack it.
Anyways, to me, my problem doesn’t seem to be a heart issue because I really
would like to believe in God. I desire to believe in Him and live for Him, but its
hard. Is there something that I lack? Do I just not have enough faith? I don’t
know, maybe I don’t.
It’s been said that the Christian life isn’t hard, it’s IMPOSSIBLE. You can’t live for
God in your own strength—not for any length of time, anyway, without burning
out and getting majorly discouraged. The secret is to allow Jesus to live His life
through you by yielding to Him. That, by the way, is one of the things that sets
Christianity apart from every other religion: God inside us, offering to live His life
through us, without any loss of our own individuality. But right now, the big issue

is what to do with your head/heart conflict. Fortunately, there is a PERFECT book
that I believe will make all the difference in the world to you.
It’s called Making Your Faith Your Own: A Guidebook for Believers With
Questions by Teresa Vining. I was privileged to read Teresa’s manuscript and
LOVED her book. One of its strengths is that she was in the exact place you are
now, and she takes you through the questions AND the answers, and suggests you
keep a journal as you work through the book so you can decide what you believe
and commit to, and what you’re not willing to. It is a terrific book on apologetics,
and she is very respectful of the person with questions and doubts. I think you will
love this book too.
Well I think I’ve made this long enough. If there’s any advice you could give
me I would appreciate it. Maybe you could pray for me.
I’d like to pray for you right now!
Father, I lift up __________ to You and I thank You for her intellect and her honesty
in facing her doubts and questions. Thank You that You are not in the least bit
troubled by them because You know You are real and true and able to take her
through this time to a point where she will know beyond a shadow of a doubt that
YOU ARE. I ask You to send her little intimate glimpses of You and open her eyes
so she’ll know it’s You saying “Hi.” I ask that You give her a peace when she’s
pursuing truth and give her an uncomfortable restlessness when she’s moving
toward the darkness and deception that would seek to draw her away from You.
Lord, I thank You for Your hand on __________’s life and on her heart and on her
mind, and by faith I thank You for taking her to the place where she will joyfully
serve You with all three. Lord, make her feel loved and protected and cherished
by You.
In Jesus’ name,
Amen.

Hope this helps, dear one!
Sue

